ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In high variety market, the needs of customers can obtain the greatest satisfaction [1] . But, some strategies are also required for attracting the customers' preferences towards concepts of a product. In the past decade, some enterprises as well as researchers have recognized that the customer preference really influences the market activity and often decides the final enterprise strategies [2] . Although the market researchers have paid a close attention for customer preferences, they still lack systematic methods for concurrently developing customer preference modeling [3] .
Different people show themselves preferences towards the same product. Psychologists view the preference as an interesting human trait for psychological study, and economists view it as an inaccurate fortunate modeling, only for businesses. As for designers and marketers, the preference is an important issue that can lead to success or failure of product development in the marketplace [4] . Generally speaking, the functions, shape and cost of a product can elicit customers' emotions and inspire their purchasing desires, and also produce a kind of preference by consuming a product from customers. Therefore, designers draw many constraints from customer inputs, and the fact that these constraints are dependent on the contexts in which they are elicited makes them important for the product design process [5] [6] .
Customer preference is formally defined as a reflection of human inner world for a product. It is the objective of the enterprise developing a product in order to meet the present and future needs of the markets. In most cases, the future needs of the market are not completely uncertain. The customer preference modeling captures the information of a product that provides insight for the future plans, such as functionality, cost, shape, color. If the future needs are as predicted, customer preference modeling allows for faster and effective realization of new products that are marketed. However, if customer preferences are not sought out actively, there may be some loss in initial investment. In addition, the function, shape and cost of a product can elicit customers' emotion and inspire their purchasing aspirations [7] . Thus, product can elicit customers' emotion not only by its appearance, but also by consuming a product. For example, the act of purchasing a cell phone can elicit a strong emotion, and the act of using a cell phone can also elicit a strong emotion. Similarly, by playing with a video game of cell phone we get satisfaction from games and the entertainment value it provides. A large number of current research activities currently focus on emotions elicited from the product appearance. In deed, product appearance is used to indicate its characteristics that people can perceive by looking at, touching, hearing, tasting, and smelling a product, i.e. product shape, texture, taste, color, etc. Some characteristics of emotions elicited by product appearance are illustrated based on a large number of surveys from the statistical viewpoints [8] [9] .
As a large number of product information are described through using the design documents, such as user requirements, customer dialogs, survey reports, etc. at the same time, the concepts of customer preferences are implicit within these documents [10] . Eliciting and extracting customer preference information is essential to achieve success in new product development. However, there is less research on the customer preference modeling using engineering ontologies. Theory and framework of a prototype that concentrates on customer preference modeling is needed at the earlier stages of product design. We will attempt to build a new model that addresses this issue by including ontology-based information retrieval. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. At first, we review the related work and introduce the research approach and ontology modeling for customer preferences in this context. Secondly, the process of preference semantic extraction is described based on preference knowledge base. Finally, an evaluation and analysis of customer preferences are provided to show the validity of our ontology-based model. And the conclusions and discussions are given.
RELATED WORK
In the past few decades, customer satisfaction has been widely studied [11] and some methods, such as SCSB, ACSI and NCSB, have been successfully applied to enterprises. Especially in Europe, most of countries have taken some measures to make sure the quality of products to the market. In the long-run, more satisfied customers are an asset of the sector and this asset makes the sector more profitable. For example, a laddering technique is adopted to reveal the deeper meaning of products or services for a customer in order to gain more insight about the perception of the market [12] [13] . In addition, conjoint analysis is widely used to measure preferences for different product profiles and build market simulation models. D'Ambrosio and Birmingham emphasize on preference-directed design that is based on an imprecise value function generated from a set of preference statements reflecting the relative importance of each customer attribute [14] . In general, the customer often shows different preferences relative to the same type products, such as function, shape, color, and costs. The ideas in the mind of the customer are represented by higher level concepts [15] . Also, the customers often do not know what they want and the concepts may be influenced by their browsing and experimenting with their options from new product concepts, or often the opinions of their friends and peers (epionions.com). Customer preference representations that can be described by using textual descriptions and shapes representations can be said to be lower level features. The activity of concept generation by the designers is used to reduce this gap between unconstrained/higher level customer beliefs and constrained/ lower level representations. A flexible representation which the customers may interact with, to indicate their preferences, can be modeled using new representations that combine shape and ontologies. The results of the customer interaction by search, relevance feedback and modifications can provide valuable input to the design activity and even group the customers into different categories or classes for further concept generation. Constrained/ lower level features are highly structured, such as final reports, transaction data, geometric shapes, CAD drawing, which we depict as lower level features. At the same time, unconstrained/high level concepts are unstructured, fragmented documents, such as interviews, design logbooks, which they are viewed as higher level concepts [16] .
Low-level features, such as shape, size, number of entities, are easily identified by humans. The shape can be specific from geometric point of view or it can be a perceived feature. They have considerable influence on customer purchase decisions [17] . In general, the shape can be easily represented in the hierarchy. This hierarchical representation describes the main shape categories that can be identified [18] . Also it can be indexed in the shape repository. The varied shape information is described by shape representations that can allow us to search the knowledge represented in the shape repository [19] . Some important properties of shape description are also described by using an associated textual description. The Shape type hierarchy captures information regarding the type of shapes that can be processed by a shape semantic description.
Ontology can be not only expressed in a logic-based form, but also made detailed, accurate, consistent and can help arrive at meaningful explanations among the concepts and relations [10] . Moreover, domain ontologies logical form is appropriate for a uniform representation. This description can be used as representing the complex knowledge of the product development domain. In addition, in order to generate concepts, its reasoning capability should be as powerful as possible. Gruber presented the first attempt to consolidate experience gained in developing ontologies [20] . It can be summarized as five ontologies design criteria: coherence, extensibility, minimal ontological commitment, and minimal encoding bias. Uschold and King developed enterprise ontology for enterprise modeling processes [21] . Their development method includes four activities: purpose identification, ontology building, evaluation, and documentation. They also proposed three strategies for identifying the concepts in the ontologies: top-down, bottomup, and middle-out. Gruninger and Fox proposed an ontology design and evaluation method while developing the TOVE (Toronto Virtual Enterprise) project ontology [22] . It uses a set of natural language questions, called competency questions, to determine the scope of the ontology and to extract the main concepts of the ontology as well. Their major focus, however, is to build the first-order logical model representation of the ontology. On the other hand, ontology preferences still depend on customer emotions because they are related to customer personality, that is, different people experience different emotions towards the same product. Therefore, one person may experience different emotions towards a specific product at different times. Because products have themselves personalities, different objects or shape features can elicit different emotions [7] . General shape ontology captures shape related metadata and constitutes an ontology-driven evolution of the metadata in the shape repository. A high level hierarchical relationship of the ontology describes the main concepts of shape ontology, which includes shape program, shape repository, shape concepts, and so on [23] . Shape program contains program rules and semantic structures. They can be extracted from the text information. Shape repository stores shape semantic information and structural information. File information can be used to describe shape concepts which capture some information regarding a product or shape associated with the various shape models stored in the repository. The concepts of shape classification can help us clusters of shapes that share some common features [19] . Usually, several elements of a shape that differ in some key feature and are placed in a group so that they can be examined together. File information can store information related to a shape, such as the size, material, color, etc. The shape representation is the central concept in the ontology and encapsulates information that is inherent to the shape model itself. It also constitutes a fundamental concept which is extended by concepts defined in the domain ontologies.
METHOLOGY

Overview
The process of developing customer preference ontologies are getting to know the relationships among ontology concepts. Designers should extract some useful information from documents in order to carry out design tasks. As the input contents from customers are disorderly and unstructured documents, sometimes most of them are qualitatively described, such as user requirements, survey reports, transaction data and customer dialogs. They need analysis and transformation into formal and actionable structures. The volume of content to be processed is a barrier that good ontological analysis can overcome. The transformation operation is to combine qualitative with quantitative aspects. Qualitative transformation characterizes some design information with disordered arrangements in an abstract manner. The results are directed to enable designers to make a revision to improve concept description. On the contrary, quantitative transformation provides a canonical document description [25] . They allow designers to easily understand, evaluate and reuse previous design information. Fig.1 presents the overall system infrastructure of interactions between engineering ontologies for different functional modules. The framework comprises of five portions: transformation, ontological acquisition, concept recognition, concept indexing, query processing, and empirical study. In general, most of the existing information is disorderly and unsystematic. They need designers' analysis and abstraction in order to gain utility. The original documents from customers, such as survey reports, transaction data, and customer dialogs should be filtered. A normal design information text or document is used to extract preference information after transformation [26] . Automatically extracting semantics from the normalized document requires recognizing the domain knowledge as well as the semantic structures of the text. Linguistic knowledge and semantic rules are needed to fulfill preference semantic extraction.
Figure 1. Infrastructure of system
First of all, the original material documents from customers, such as user requirements, survey reports, transaction data, etc. are acquired and then transformed into design information texts or documents in which some unstructured information should be preprocessed by adopting an effective approach. Second, some terms and concepts can be extracted from preference semantic structures, such as noun phrases, verb phrases, adverb phrases and adjective phrases. These can be represented by using an ontology-based design semantic analysis and information extraction. Querying of preference is further classified to acquire the relationships between two concepts. The specific thesauri or lexicons are built to capture preference concepts from the preference knowledge base. The ontology expression and preference semantics extraction process are described, and the process of semantic extraction is based on a shallow natural language processing (NLP) algorithm and the domain ontology. Next, the preference ontology concepts are acquired after the extraction process. The extraction algorithm and the preference metrics are described and are used for preference ontology modeling. Finally, an empirical study for design preference extraction is introduced and three group queries are processed. A prototype system interface is provided to aid the process of preference information retrieval in order to capture and generate the concepts of customer preferences
Process of six-stage development
Conducting a process in several stages develops customer preference ontologies. These stages have a certain hierarchical structural relationship. Different stages have themselves research methods and properties shown in Fig. 2 . The process of preference ontology generation with six-stages is described as follows.
(1) Transforming informal documents into the formal knowledge for system input, in which these informal design specification includes user requirements, survey reports, transaction data, designers' logs, patent files, customers' dialogue, and so on; (2) Determining the preference concept ontologies and their granularities through extracting the words and terms of documents, in which a concept maybe described. The terms may consist of several words, and may have different weights among concepts; (3) Identifying the root concept of customer preference ontology in the taxonomy, in which the root concept is parent-node of all sub-concepts, and a product may have a number of the root concepts; (4) Generating the preference ontology concept taxonomies corresponding to each root concept from the previous stage, and according to different product properties each root concept may have different taxonomies depending on product classifications; (5) Building a thesaurus of preference knowledge to realize preference ontology information for the integrated taxonomy, in which the thesauri include different word morphs, abbreviations, acronyms, and synonyms of the word/phrase. Also, some noun phrases, verb phrases, adverb phrases, and prepositional phrases can be extracted as preference terms. (6) Evaluating the accuracy of preference ontology generation by comparing the retrieval performance of the ontology-based and keyword-based search, and the validity of concept generation through using case studies.
In the process of system realization, resource description framework (RDF: http://www.w3.org) is used to describe concept ontologies. Their taxonomies are represented in the light of preference attributes and the ontological construction is assisted by the protégé tool (http://protégé. stanford.edu). Each of these stages is companied the process of evaluation and has a corresponding output. 
PREFERENCE ONTOLOGY GENERATION Design Specification Formalization
Design specification provides information input of design, it includes the related design information documents, such as users' requirements, survey reports, transaction data, designers' logs, patent files, customers' dialogues, and so on. At the beginning of design, we should investigate what types of information are required by engineers and what domainspecific issues are documented during the product development process. The results of these investigations are categorized and used to determine the concept themes of customer preference ontology. For example, they perhaps include component shapes, product assemblies, functionalities and properties of the devices, assembly features, design requirements, manufacturing processes, material selections, environmental aspects, and so on. As most of the knowledge from the customers is unstructured and informal, and it needs to be organized by adopting an effective expression that computers can easily understand and acquire. These expressions are called as knowledge worksheets. They are the format templates which can be used to express design knowledge and the related information, and they are viewed as an independent of ontology engineering tools or formal language descriptions. In general, there are two forms of knowledge expressions: domain knowledge and reasoning knowledge. Domain knowledge is about the related specific product knowledge that is obtained from some professional domains. Reasoning knowledge is about how to use the domain knowledge to solve problems and achieve prospective goals. It is often in the form of the rules that can help achieve the goals in a different domain. Domain and reasoning knowledge are generally included in the following two forms:
• The purpose of the preference ontological acquisition, including its intended usages, scenarios, customers, etc. its formal level will depend on the domains of research and using the terms and their meanings.
• The scope of the preference ontologies, including a group of terms to be represented, characteristics and granularities. They will be classified into formal, semi-formal, informal ontologies, depending on the terms and their meanings whether they codify in a natural language and a rigorous formal language.
Formal specification of the documents depends on if we use natural language, symbol description and effective classification. In fact, in this paper, we collect the set of preference concepts by using terms and they should be included in the ontology. It is also advisable to group concepts in tree structures. The use of these intermediate representations will allow us not only to verify, at the earliest possible stage, relevant terms missed and to include them in the specification document, but also to remove terms that are synonyms and not relevant in our ontology anymore. Fig. 3 gives the ontology requirement specification of cell phone. The goal of our formalization is to guarantee the conciseness and completeness of the ontology specification documents. If we want to obtain the total completeness of the ontology specification document we should guarantee that it is developed based on scientific principles. It must have the following three properties.
Domain
• Conciseness, that is, every concept is relevant, and there are no duplicated or irrelevant concepts and corresponding domain ontologies. For example, "COMMUNICATION" concept of cell phone has a relevance to "TEXT MESSAGE" concept.
• Completeness, which is related with the coverage of the concepts, the stopover problem and level of granularity of every concept. For example, "TEXT MESSAGE" is a subconcept of the "COMMUNICATION" concept.
• Consistency, that refers to all concepts and their corresponding meanings in the domain ontology. At the same time, every concept has its corresponding scales to show its importance in document.
Few domain-independent methodologies and expressions for building preference ontologies have been reported until now. Uschold proposed a methontology that is the most representative process of building ontology to acquire a significant amount of knowledge [21] . It always starts from domain knowledge acquisition. However, Grüninger and Fox's methodology presented coding in a formal language and proposed expressing the idea as a set of intermediate representations [22] . Then the methontology uses translators to generate the ontology.
Identifying the Root Concepts
At the beginning of the engineering design, the main task is to identify what concepts should be contained within a preference ontology for a specific product. This will include two aspects: (1) identify a specified application that an ontology is to be used for, for example, using for cell phone design, and (2) understanding the root concepts of the taxonomies that can be used to describe product design. The proposed method describes the elicitation of the root concepts from potential customers of the ontology, for example, we can obtain the information of the root concepts through surveying, interviewing or observations of product designers.
Figure 4. Root concept of preference ontology
Tree structure of ontology concepts can provide an effective approach to indexing terms/concepts which can be used to match with customer requests. However, the taxonomy acquisition of customer preferences of different products is of a certain subjectivity. Their generation is done by brainstorming, by interviewing, or dialogs with customers. Preference ontological acquisition and generation use the same methodology. Fig.4 presents the root-concept taxonomy of customer preference ontology, which comes from cell phone handbooks or knowledge resources. For example, cell phone handbooks often classify engineering components which can be clustered into an ontology model as concepts and their taxonomies in the hierarchy. Each component is described in detail, including its attributes, such as material, physical, geometric and functional properties which can easily be Customer preference ontology includes concepts, taxonomies and relationships. Each taxonomical concept is acquired from various engineering knowledge resources. We can adopt terms or phrases to describe the concepts of the taxonomy as well as their relationships with other concepts. For example, multimedia belongs to Function taxonomy of cell phone. We can represent as F-MULTIMEDIA, where the prefix of each concept represents its taxonomy which this concept belongs to. Therefore, the relationships are structured between concepts across taxonomies. For example, has_feature (COL-SIVER, SH-KITTY-PHONE), in which COL-SIVER stands for a color concept in the color taxonomy, SH-KITTY-PHONE represents a shape concept in the shape taxonomy [10, 27] . Tab.1 lists customer preference ontological concepts and their relationship classifications of a cell phone.
At present, we have collected 10 taxonomies, 240 concepts and 7 types of relationships in the customer preference ontology. The standard worksheets are developed to easily acquire preference ontology and lexicon. At the same time, [28] . Therefore, the proposed customer preference ontological concepts can be also presented by using Protégé 3.1, which is one of the most widely used ontology editor. Protégé provides a visual tool for preference ontology editing, including concept, taxonomy, and relationship building as well as preference ontology visualization.
Determining Preference Ontology Concepts
We identify what taxonomies should be contained within the preference ontology for engineering design. A hypothesis is developed based on an understanding of the design process; an understanding of why designers search for preference information. A test is conducted with a group of customers to test the hypothesis and the designers are also asked to describe the process of design of a cell phone. The methodology describes the elicitation of the preference concepts from the potential customers of the ontology, for example, customer interviews and observations are employed to elicit ontology generation. The application of the preference ontology is for the purpose of indexing design knowledge, and therefore the taxonomies should be considered how designers would wish to index and retrieve knowledge. Hence the concepts that form the root concepts of the ontology and are used for indexing documents are elicited from interviews with the designers. An effective approach can be used to index knowledge that has been captured within a system, including documents that are both structured and unstructured, knowledge such as design guidelines, or lessons learned that have been captured. A set of interviews is conducted to test the hypothesis and the codification of the interviews is then evaluated using coder reliability to establish concept validity. We develop a comprehensive and representative approach to ensuring the final description of product characteristics. In Fig. 5 we have shown the taxonomy of cell phone Function-concepts. Therefore, a set of concepts can be used as the definition of a product. At first, the concepts of customer preferences based on the collection of an extensive pool of customer descriptions are developed towards a specific product. To ensure that the pool of descriptions is complete, we also collect customer descriptions in a qualitative customer study. For this study, we will randomly select some comments about cell phones from the Website. Accordingly, this allows us to obtain some descriptions of cell phone characteristics that different customers talk about. To enhance the generalization of the resulting scale, we select a variety of cell phone categories that have different values from the customer viewpoints [20] . All 240 concepts are collected from customer descriptions of cell phone, in which 1120 words are formulated in single adjectives. Adjectives are traditionally seen as the primary terms of concepts and are frequently used as items in preference concept scales. Single adjectives are preferred over adverb to representing preference meanings, because when using the latter the meaning of the preference may differ depending on the combination of the adjectives. For example, 'good' is a kind of preference praise, further 'very good' becomes better in praise.
Generating Concept Taxonomies and Relations
Semantic rules may be used to link preference words and terms together to build the preference concepts to aid expression in design information. In general, the concept consists of some terms by using a fit semantic rule. Term is represented by some words, such as noun, verb, adjective, adv, and so on. XML is a kind of web language and employed to represent data that is interpretable by a computer rather than a human. It is composed of syntax and schema. The syntax defines a set of principles and rules that govern how a concept should be built. The schema defines what the tags mean. XML is extensible as it allows users to define any custom schema, or vocabulary. Resource description framework (RDF) is viewed as a basic component of expressing semantic web. It takes advantage of XML-based syntax, but unlike prescriptive XML schema, RDF schema is descriptive. That is, instead of defining what information can be captured, RDF further enriches the description of the data. Their relationships are described through sets of RDF triples, which each include a subject, a predicate and an object. These triples can be conceptually thought of as similar to the subject, verb and object of a sentence as shown in Fig 6 . In order to speed up the construction of our preference ontology, we should consider reuse of definitions already built into other ontologies instead of starting from scratch. In this case, we propose the following:
1. We insert meta-ontologies to select those that better fit our conceptualization. The goal is to guarantee that the sets of new and reused definitions are based upon the same set of basic terms. If existing meta-ontologies are not appropriate for our ontology. We should start the definition and implementation of a new meta-ontology in a formal language. 2. Whether or not we reuse existing meta-ontologies, the next step is to find out which libraries of ontologies provide definitions of terms whose semantics and implementation is coherent with the terms identified in our conceptualization.
Once we have chosen the most appropriate terms, we should check the existence to transform definitions into our target language.
As a result of concept generation, some terms should be indexed and concepts should be included in a given ontology. In this case, we should justfy the need for the concept definition and their relationships as well as the extended concepts and their relationships. Fig.7 presents the taxonomy of the cell phone concepts and their extended concepts by using ontology editor Protégé 3.1 [28] [29] . Here we propose the development of an integration document, and extract some concepts and the name of terms whose definition is going to be used in the preference concept ontology.
Figure 7. Taxonomy of concepts
Constructing Thesaurus
It is important to bear in mind that knowledge acquisition is an independent process for preference ontology development. However, it is coincident with other activities, for example, most of the acquisition is done simultaneously with the requirements specification phase, and decreases as the preference ontology development process moves forward. In addition, expert, books, handbooks, figures, tables and even other ontologies are sources of knowledge from which the knowledge can be elucidated and used in conjunction with other techniques such as brainstorming, interviews, formal and informal analysis of texts, and knowledge acquisition tools. For example, if you have no clear idea of the strategy to build an ontology: brainstorming techniques, informal interviews with experts, and inspecting similar ontologies will allow you to elaborate a first glossary with terms potentially relevant. To • Un-structured interviews with experts, to inquire some related design problems and to build a preliminary draft the requirements specification document.
• Structured interviews with experts, to get specific and detailed knowledge about concepts, their properties and relationships, to evaluate the conceptual model.
• Informal text analysis, to study the main concepts given in books and handbooks. This study enables us to abstract some intermediate representations of the conceptualization.
• Formal text analysis, to identify the structures to be detected and the kind of knowledge contributed by each concept, attribute, value, and relationships.
On the basis of above descriptions, we structure the domain knowledge in a conceptual model that describes the problem and its solution in terms of the domain vocabulary identified in the ontology specification activity. The first thing to do is to build a complete Preference Concept (PC), in which concepts include terms, instances, verbs and properties. So, the PC identifies and gathers all the useful and potentially usable domain knowledge and its meanings. If you made a good specification document, many concepts will have been identified in that document. Others will be identified as the ontology construction process advances. Then, these new concepts must be included in the PC. Once we have almost completed the PC, it needs to group concepts as terms and verbs. Each set of terms/verbs would include terms/verbs that are closely related to other terms/verbs inside the same group as opposed to other groups. In fact, for each set of related terms and related verbs, a terms classification tree and a verbs diagram is built. After they have been built, we can split the ontology development process into different, but related terms. Those related concepts should follow the guidelines as presented by G6mez-Ptrez [30] . Figure 8 summarizes the process of preference knowledge base construction. At first, extract some words from documents and dictionaries. These words can be classified as different taxonomies based on the semantic description. A semantic analyzer is built to separate these words into different taxonomies. Some independent words will be scaled based on linguistic viewpoints. On the other hand, semantic rules are built to compose the concepts, in which the rule base is crucial and consists of concepts. Also according to the viewpoints of linguist, some concepts should be marked weights to fit their importance. The taggeded words and concepts are put into preference knowledge base. In addition, we need to classify concept taxonomies, as for the case study, we can give different preference concepts, such as function preference, performance preference, cost preference, and so on.
EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
System Evaluation
A framework for evaluating preference knowledge has been developed to verify the validity of the methodology. An effective measure is taken to evaluate a technical judgment of the ontologies, their use environment and documentation with respect to a frame of reference in different stages. Evaluation subsumes the fit concepts and verification refers to the technical process that guarantees the correctness of building the ontology, its associated environments, and documentation with respect to a frame of reference. Validation guarantees that the ontologies, the environment and documentation should correspond to the system that they are supposed to work. Based on the experience of verifying concept ontologies, how to look for incompleteness, inconsistencies and redundancies have been presented in [30] In general, interviews are conducted to evaluate the taxonomy. These group interviews are used to identify the root concepts. Inquiries are implemented to ensure that the evaluation is taken place after any questions to avoid biasing the answers. The taxonomy is constructed by the designers in advance [31] .
Since every word has different contributions to describe the contents of the documents, it is necessary to select only more informative words and to assign relative weights to the importance of each word by considering how informative it is compared to the others. As for the weights of concepts in a document, they are assigned by their frequencies within the documents multiplied by the inverse document frequency which allows distinguishing the few documents. In order to take into account different lengths of the documents, normalizations are performed. A cosine simliarity is used for measuring the similarity distance between the words in the documents and in the taxonomy terms. The two most common problems are known as polysemy and synonymy. Polysemy is caused when a word is used for multiple meanings depending on contexts. For example, several attempts have been made for disambiguating the polysemy and one approach relies on the combinations of words for identifying appropriate meanings of each word. For example, picture appears in function taxonomy concepts "STATIC-PICTURE" and "DYNAMIC-PICTURE" [27] .
The large number of files, including Doc, HTML, XML, can be used as the output data of concepts from the ontology. In addition, appropriate concepts can also be manually specified for users. An algorithm can be developed to compute the similarities between two ontological concepts by integrating node-based and edge-based approach and then rank them according to the obtained similarity values [27] . Users can access and query the system from the Internet, while domain designers can manipulate the document formalization and ontology building process.
Result Analysis
We collected a total of 45 queries from the five different groups, among which 3 queries were eliminated because they were not related to customer preferences, such as some impractical and imaginative cell phone functions in the future. The 42 queries left are classified as general queries, specific queries, and context queries [27] . The general queries are associated with the upper-level concepts of the ontology, such as customer preferences of different cell phone brands or their series, while the specific queries are associated with lowerlevel concepts of taxonomies, e.g., function and performance, shape features and material attributes. The third category is context queries that can not be easily described except for Figure 9 Distribution of keywords/concepts context expression, in which the customers specify a certain context in order to make the query unambiguous, such as cell phone performance parameters or quantitative indexes. We can use Protégé 3.1 (http://protege.stanford.edu/) to generate domain ontology, in which preference taxonomy was generated as the basis of concept hierarchies. The lexical terms of the concept were modeled as the slot attribute of each concept class. This also supports the domain ontology model in several formats, such as XML, OWL and RDF. The domain ontology model was translated into XML script and input into the system [29] . Ontology concepts are built based on customer preference. Their interrelationships and number of types are statistically calculated and shown in Fig.9 .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have developed the customer preference ontology, and preference information is extracted to build a preference thesaurus. Ontology-based model is developed for the information extraction. The concept generation and selection of information are based on customer preference ontology. We have shown how the ontology can be used to generate and measure design concepts in customer queries. We have used the preference domain knowledge of cell phone for describing the proposed approach, while the results can be applied to other similar products. Our ontology-based retrieval demonstrates its superiority to keyword-based search techniques by evaluating recall and precision. However, the further research work is needed in many different dimensions and applications of customer preference ontologies.
• As many new technologies are being developed as well as converge with each other, the varieties of product will continue to increase. As a result, design requirements of data will become more complex. Thus the large amount of unstructured and informal design information will also continue to steadily increase, such as engineers' log, product image, nonstandard language descriptions, etc. These texts are less likely to comply with the formal documentation format [32] . At the same time, they are still a part of customer preference knowledge.
• Customer preferences are not static and are indeed changeable. At a particular time, customers show a strong liking for certain product types. But later their preferences perhaps change and they show a liking for another category. Therefore, we would like to build an ontology that is easy to update and can dynamically adapt to customer preference changes. In addition, as time goes on, customer perceptions and product concepts are constantly changing around customer preferences. An automatic analysis approach to keeping abreast of the changes is needed to satisfy with a fast and simple response to customer preferences and changes in the market. This may also entail automating some of the ontology building functions.
In addition to the proposed application, our foundation and approach can also be used from queries of customers in various search engines after preliminary classification. One may have subscription services based on special areas where the market research can transform to an online service function.
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